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Savvis, a CenturyLink company, continues to grow its data center footprint 
worldwide to support your increasingly mission-critical global requirements of 
enterprise-class IT infrastructure. The new Savvis data centers, combined with 
expansions of its existing data centers, significantly increase the company’s 
footprint in response to your growing demand for cloud, managed hosting and 
colocation services.

A History of Growth and Expansion
Since 1996, Savvis has provided global, high-performance, Internet-based 
services for an increasing number of world-class enterprises like yours. In 2011, 
Savvis merged with CenturyLink to create a premier colocation, managed 
hosting and cloud services provider with global scale. The additional data 
centers from CenturyLink will become Savvis data centers, operate at the 
Savvis standard of excellence, and provide a new dimension in business 
continuity and disaster recovery for companies. By aggressively adding 
physical capacity, Savvis is creating the IT outsourcing infrastructure that can 
benefit your organization as Savvis enhances its data center services strategy.

These new additions bring the company’s total to 50 data centers with 2 million 
square feet of space in North America, Europe and Asia. Nearly 100,000 square 
feet of the new floor space with 9.1 MW of power was created in 2011 as a result 
of Savvis’ expansions in Atlanta, Seattle, Boston, New Jersey and Toronto.

Savvis can help your business grow in the most cost effective manner. To reduce your 
financial burden of managing IT equipment and data center expansion, Savvis applies 
dedicated resources through our core offerings of managed services, cloud services 
and experienced technical teams. Our total commitment to reliability, availability, 
broad range of hosting services and exceptional network expertise ensures your 
efficient, scalable IT expansion so you can focus on growing your business.

Savvis has SSAE 16 Type II and ISAE 3402 compliance certification. This 
international compliance, which supersedes the SAS 70 standard, validates 
Savvis’ commitment to operational excellence and client satisfaction. You can 
rest assured that Savvis meets the highest standards of data center processes, 
controls and procedures to safely manage your global IT needs.

The combination of the Savvis and CenturyLink network assets yields a 40G 
global IP network with over 210,000 miles of fiber, which will significantly 
expand your reach both domestically and globally. Clients worldwide will 
have access to an end-to-end infrastructure, with diverse 10G backbones, 
specifically architected for performance, security and redundancy.
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Today and Tomorrow
Savvis colocation services are available in the 50 Savvis data centers 
worldwide. Future expansion will include additional colocation space in Santa 
Clara, Washington, D.C., Dallas, New Jersey and London.

Savvis data centers have colocation, managed services and Symphony Dedicated 
cloud services. Symphony Database for Oracle and Microsoft SQL are available 
in Santa Clara and Washington, D.C., with future support of these managed 
services planned for Slough, Singapore and Toronto. Symphony Open cloud 
services is available in Chicago, New Jersey, Bangalore and Tokyo.

Savvis Symphony VPDC, an industry-leading virtual private data center service, 
is available at Savvis data centers in London, Santa Clara, Washington, D.C., and 
Singapore. Plans are underway to expand the powerful, yet easy to use VPDC 
service into Savvis data centers in Toronto and Frankfurt.

For more information about how your organization can benefit from Savvis 
data center and services growth and expansion, please contact your local 
Savvis representative.
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